Abstract: Vitrimers are covalent network materials, comparable in structure to classical thermosets. Unlike normal thermosets, they possess a chemical bond swap mechanism that makes their structure dynamic and suitable for activated welding and even autonomous self-healing. The central question in designing such materials is the trade-off between autonomy and material stability: The swap mechanism facilitates the healing but it also facilitates creep, which makes the perfectly stable self-healing solid a hard goal to reach. Here, we address this question for the case of self-healing vitrimers made from star polymers. Using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, we study the adhesion of two vitrimer samples and find that they bond together on timescales that are much shorter than the stress relaxation time. We show that the swap mechanism allows the star polymers to diffuse through the material through coordinated swap events, but the healing process is much faster and does not depend on this mobility.
. Sketch of swap-driven self healing. (a) The two halves are put in contact but there are no bonds to connect them so they can not sustain stress. (b) Through swap moves bridges start to form. After some time the cut will be indistinguishable from bulk. Some of the stars loop back onto themselves, forming defects. covalent bond-swapping across the cut. Because these networks will, on the longest of time scales, flow like extremely viscous liquids as long as the swap mechanism is active, the most obvious way to achieve stability is to sacrifice some autonomy and introduce a way to turn the swap mechanism on and off, e.g. using temperature [17] . Alternatively,one might want to keep the process fully autonomous in order to use vitrimers as coatings. In this case the bond swapping has to be kept active and the challenge is to make the ratio of stress relaxation time to self-healing time as large as possible, delaying the loss of stability that happens with the relaxation.
Specifically, we study star-polymer vitrimers using a recently developed method to incorporate associative bond-swapping in molecular dynamics simulations [18, 19] . We consider the situation in which two surfaces of this material are brought together after a long time, which for most healing strategies based on reversible crosslinking should be considered a worst case scenario, and show that two such surfaces develop a bulk-like mechanical connection on time scales that are much shorter than the diffusion time of the star polymers or the stress relaxation time of the material. Thus we demonstrate the feasibility of autonomous self-healing in these materials for the case long-time stability is not needed, such as in the case of self-healing coatings where the coated material provides the long-time rigidity. At the same time, we keep the possibility of attaining long-time stability at the cost of sacrificing autonomy.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the coarse-grained model for the polymer network and the basics of the simulation method. We then demonstrate the covalent vitrimer-based healing of two equilibrated surfaces. Longer simulations identify the mobility of the star polymers in the bond-swapping network, and we discuss how one might choose the building blocks such as to improve the autonomy-stability tradeoff.
Model
The building blocks of our vitrimer networks are star polymers with eight arms which have the binding moieties at their ends. Star polymers are a versatile basis for adaptive networks [15] and are widely used for hydrogels [20] . In this work, we employ a coarse-grained representation which allows to distinguish between bonds in which the two binding moieties are identical, and bonds in which they are different. We focus on the latter type: our binding groups represent e.g. carboxyl and hydroxyl groups so that the bonds are ester bonds and the swap mechanism is a transesterification reaction [16, 21] . In Fig. 1 , we represent the two types of ends with black and red beads, respectively. Each arm of the star is a sequence of 5 beads connected by harmonic springs with rest length L 0 , which in our simulations will serve as the unit of length. The beads interact with a repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential [22] V WCA (r) = for r < 2 1/6 σ 0 for r > 2 1/6 σ with σ equal to the bond length L 0 . To model the bond forming attraction between black and red arm endings and their swap, we employ a combination of a generalized short-ranged attractive Lennard-Jones potential (binding energy bond ) with a three-body potential energy term [18] . The three-body potential serves the combined purpose of guaranteeing that only a single red and black bead bind to each other, and to facilitate the swapping of bonds. For a detailed description of the implementation of this method in the HOOMD-blue molecular dynamics package [23] and the stress relaxation behavior of this type of star polymer networks, we refer to Ref. [19] . The swapping method contains a parameter λ that can be used to tune the energy barrier to swapping ∆E swap = bond (λ − 1), where bond is the binding energy of a red-black bond in case no other binding beads are nearby. Thus, λ = 1 represents the barrier-free energy landscape in which the swap rate is fully determined by the encounter rates between ester bonds and free hydroxyls, and values λ > 1 can be used to reduce the swap rate. We use a value of bond that is of order 100 k B T, so the "covalent" bonds will not break spontaneously and the only way for the network to rearrange is via the swap mechanism.
Simulation protocol
All simulations start from equilibrated mixtures of N A = 950 stars with 7 "red"-functionalized ends and 1 "black"-functionalized end (7 R 1 Bl ), and N B = 550 stars with the opposite composition (1 R 7 Bl ). In case all minority ends form a bond (a limit which we typically approach very closely since the binding energy is very high), we end up with a network of 1500 star polymers with 4800 bonds and 2400 unbound ends of the majority (red) type. These unbound functional groups (hydroxyls in case of the transesterification swap) are the initiators of the swap reaction. The total number of monomer beads in each network is N = 49, 500.
The size of the box provides a packing fraction of Φ ≈ 0.29. This is below the glass transition, so the chains will be mobile. It is also high enough (2.2 times the overlap concentration) that the ends of the stars will encounter each other regularly and a percolating network can be formed.
We generate M = 25 networks with periodic boundaries in the x, y-directions but with confining walls in the z-direction, which will allow to have equilibrated top and bottom surfaces. We equilibrate each sample for 10 7 timesteps of size 4.2 · 10 −5 τ sw , where the time unit τ sw corresponds to the time it takes for the average number of swap events per bond to reach unity, in absence of barriers. We work at fixed volume fraction Φ and temperature T = 1, so that both surfaces are fully annealed and the swap rate is constant. To study the adhesion or healing process, we combine every pair of these initial networks by stacking them vertically, and continuing the simulation with fully periodic boundaries. Each adhesion simulation (of which we now have 300) therefore gives two healing cuts, one where the top of the first sample attaches to the bottom of the second sample, and one vice versa.
The combined system is then simulated without any swap barrier (λ = 1), allowing swap events that create bonds between the two previously disconnected halves of the sample. We save a series of configurations at different healing times t sh . We then freeze the topology of these configurations in order to have a visualization of the adhesion and to do a numerical mechanical test.
Results
The visualization is made using a vertical stretch and a small monomer-monomer attraction to enhance the view of the molecular bridges. The sample is then quenched to the nearest energy minumum. The result, which can be seen as a sequence of partially adhered pieces of stretched and dried elastomer, is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 . Visualization of the formation of bridges between the two halves after healing times t sh = {0; 0.017; 0.042; 0.42}τ sw . The graphics are produced using energy minimization after a 40% vertical strain, with a small monomer-monomer attraction to clear up the view. At t sh = 0 the material is completely separated into two pieces, but swaps are rapidly healing the fracture. Already at t sh = 0.042τ sw traces of the fracture are only visible after straining. From t sh = 0.42τ sw the healed cut is indistinguishable from the bulk. Elastic plateau for different t sh along three orthogonal directions, reported with their standard error. Because our simulations cover a finite amount of time, we see some remaining elasticity even without any healing (t sh = 0). The xy component is not affected by the cut or the healing process because it measures the resistance to shears in planes parallel to the cut. The xz and yz components denote the build-up of mechanical stiffness during healing/adhesion. In (b) we see the cumulative function G c ij = dG ij P(G ij ) that clearly shows the difference between directions perpendicular and orthogonal to the cut. Already around t sh = 0.1τ sw the three components are comparable and thus the network is capable of sustaining stress across the cut almost as the bulk. They become indistinguishable before reaching 1τ sw . . Number of bonds that cut a z-plane for different healing times. At t sh = 0 a layering effect is visible and we can distinguish three high density layers propagating from the cut. After a progressive healing process, the profile becomes flat.
The mechanical test consists of a measurement of the stress relaxation modulus of the topologically frozen configuration, using the autocorrelation method [24] . This tells us how much mechanical resistance the sample has gained from the newly formed bonds. As expected for a solid-like material, the stress relaxation modulus shows a plateau for long times, corresponding to the static shear modulus. In Fig. 3 , we report the xy component of the stress relaxation modulus, which is not affected by the adhesion process because the surface across which it is happening is parallel to the xy-plane, in gray. The graph also shows the xz and yz components, which should start at a lower value of G because before the healing process there are no bonds across the gap. The figure clearly shows that the xy component is independent of healing time while the other two components develop a value of the order of the xy component within t sh ≈ 0.15τ sw . This signals that the material has acquired a roughly isotropic elasticity and mechanical testing can no longer reveal where the disconnected surface used to be.
A complementary view of the healing process can be seen from the point of view of the bonds. In Fig. 4 , we show, as a function of coordinate z, the number of star-star bonds that cross a fictitious plane perpendicular to the z-axis at that position. Without any healing there are no bonds that cross the region of the cut, around z = 42σ. There is also an evident layering effect at t sh = 0 that produces zones of high density of bonds just around the cut, followed by a zone of low density and then an even higher concentration. This effect disappears after the third high density layer at the edge of Fig. 4 . The curves for higher values of t sh demonstrate that the healing process eliminates the gap and reduces the layering, reinforcing the picture that the material is losing its memory of where the interface used to be.
Diffusive long-time behavior
The different tests above demonstrate that our elastomer model is capable of swap-driven self-adhesion. For situations in which fully autonomous self-healing is not required, this may be sufficient.
To assess the suitability of these materials for autonomous self-healing, we need to determine whether it is possible to have a large separation between the self-healing time and the stress relaxation time. After all, healing and stress relaxation both originate from the swap dynamics of the networks, so it is not possible to have one without the other, and a large separation of time scales would imply that we can have a material that can self-heal on timescales on which it is still a solid. Indeed, in our previous work, we demonstrated that stress relaxation in star polymer vitrimers takes many swap events, and can be controlled via the topology of the network [19] . Here, we study the mobility of the star polymers that originate from each of the two halves of the self-adhering sample, and demonstrate that a simple diffusion model captures the essentials of the long-time behavior.
The central quantity in the analysis is the density ρ 1 (r, t) of particles that were originally in the lowest half of the box. Translation symmetry in the xy-directions dictates that we can integrate over those and focus on the z-dependence, which we describe using a diffusion equation
Here, D denotes the diffusion constant, which describes the rate at which bond swapping evens out spatial variations in ρ 1 . For our adhesion simulations, the initial condition for this process is a square wave profile. This signifies that we ignore the layering effect which concerns fluctuations on short length scales which will be washed out rapidly anyway. We note that any short-time behavior for which the layering is important will therefore not be captured by this model. In the appendix we describe two well known approaches to solving this equation: with a Fourier expansion and with its Green function. Here, we describe the outcome.
In Fig. 5(a) -(c) we show the density profiles ρ 1 (z) that we measure in our simulations for 3 different values of the healing time t sh (black curves). Fig. 5(a) additionally shows that the density profile after a long equilibration with the swap mechanism turned off (red curve) is only marginally different from the profile before any equilibration, proving that bond swapping is necessary to have any mobility of the star polymers: D = 0 when the swap mechanism is turned off. In panels (b) and (c), we compare the density profiles from the simulation to the Fourier series solution of the diffusion equation Eq. (1), providing a fit of the diffusion constant D ≈ 3.12σ 2 /τ sw . These simulations were The plotted quantity should approach the limit of 0.5 upon full mixing, which happens well beyond the limit of our simulations (see Fig. 5 ). A barrier of ∆E sw = 0.5 is already enough to undermine the bridge formation. The gray curve is a truncated Fourier series that only takes into account the three slowest modes, and is therefore not expected to match well at short times.
performed without any energy barrier to swapping. We could easily adjust the system to have an energy barrier by setting λ > 1, in order to reduce the diffusion constant D. Fig. 5(d) shows how this way of slowing down diffusion alters the density profile after a healing time of t sh = 5τ sw .
To assess the importance of the diffusion of star polymers through the network for the healing process, and to understand the time scales involved, we now extract a measurable quantifier for the adhesion process from the diffusion model. Our approach is to estimate the number of bridges N br defined as the number of bonds between monomers coming from different halves of the system. We can directly measure this number in our simulation and we compare it to the following integral
This is a functional of the density profiles at time t and it assumes that the density of bridges is proportional to the product ρ 1 ρ 2 . The factor 2 accounts for the two interfaces that we get from the periodic boundary conditions. Results are reported in Fig. 6 . The prediction derived from diffusion (red curve, Green function solution) perfectly reproduces its numerical equivalent (orange curve), while it slightly underestimates the actual number of bridges (black curve). Overall the development of the number of bonds between stars that originate from the different halves of the sample is well described by the diffusion equation. The crucial observation from the mobility study is that it takes about t sh = 5τ sw to achieve any appreciable interdiffusion of stars across the healing surface. The mechanical healing, on the other hand, took only t sh ≈ 0.15τ sw , which is more than 30 times faster. More importantly, stress relaxation takes even longer than interdiffusion. Indeed the same mixture showed a relaxation time of τ rel ≈ 13.2τ sw in Ref. [19] , which is roughly three orders of magnitude slower than self-healing. So, without any further optimization of the polymer architecture, we achieved a material which autonomously heals three orders of magnitude faster than it flows.
Discussion
Vitrimers with an activated swap mechanism are continuously rearranging their structure. Bond swap events happen throughout the material. There is no enhanced concentration of active moieties at the surface and a picture of where swaps are happening shows no sign of the location of the healing Diffusion prediction ∆E sw =0ε ∆E sw =0.1ε ∆E sw =0.5ε ∆E sw =5ε Figure 8 . The asymptotic approach of the number of bonds in the region around the cut (N b,cut ) to its bulk equilibrium value. N b,cut is the number of bonds in the region 40.5σ ≤ z ≤ 43.5σ. It is normalized by the average number of bonds at equilibrium. The same quantity is underestimated by the diffusion with the maximum D corresponding to ∆E sw = 0. This causes a discrepancies between the actual healing and the one predicted by a purely diffusive argument. Even when swaps are hindered by energy barriers some bridges emerge quickly across the cut, initiating a slower healing process.
surface (see Fig. 7 ). The swap events drive both the healing and the stress relaxation, and the naive conclusion would therefore be that the only way to have a solid material with healing-like properties would be to resort to welding: switch on the swap mechanism when it is needed to stick two surfaces together, and switch it off in order to have a well-behaved solid object. Our work demonstrates a possible way out of this conundrum: The adhesion process only requires a very limited number of swap events, compared to full star polymer mobility (as we demonstrate by fitting to a diffusion model) and stress relaxation (as we showed in Ref. [19] ). The reason is that healing does not require any mobility of the star polymers as a whole: A single swap event suffices to create a link between the two halves of the system, but mobility of the star requires each of its arms to swap several times. Thus, we should expect the number of arms per star polymer (i.e., their functionality), to be a major determinant for the size of the time scale gap between healing and mobility. Also their architecture will have a major role, because if the (7 R 1 Bl ) + (1 R 7 Bl ) mixture is replaced by (8 R ) + (8 Bl ) while keeping the total numbers of each binding moiety the same, the stress relaxation would grow by an order of magnitude while the swap rate would be unaffected [19] . The rich design space of vitrimers will enable future work to optimize this time scale gap.
The fact that adhesion and healing do not require actual mobility of the star polymers can be further illustrated by considering the prediction for the self-healing time that would result from considering the diffusion model, with the diffusion constant D that we obtained by fitting the long-time density profiles. The diffusion model makes no predictions for the mechanical properties but for this illustrative purpose it suffices to consider the number of bonds in the region around the healing interface (40.5σ < z < 43.5σ). If diffusion were dominant for the healing, this model should work reasonably well. Instead, we note that the diffusion model greatly overestimates the healing time, as demonstrated in Fig. 8 . The actual numbers depend strongly on the chosen definition of healing time but the difference between the actual number of bridges and the diffusion-based prediction is clear.
Conclusions
Some material achieve self-healing trading off stability [3] while remaining fully autonomous. Others instead do not give up their mechanical properties but sacrifice autonomy to earn their healing ability [4] , often involving secondary interactions [25] [26] [27] [28] . Alternatively, it is possible to achieve autonomous self-healing embedding healing agents in the material [8] [9] [10] , trading off repeatability and perhaps quality. Furthermore, self-healing in cross-linked networks is based on dangling chain motion, so it is favoured by low density of crosslinks which also corresponds to limited mechanical properties [29] . Vitrimers, naturally suited to be nonautonomous healers [16, 17] , revert this paradigm: they in fact heal through crosslink swaps which are more probable when the density of crosslinks is higher.
Several models have been introduced to simulate vitrimers [30] [31] [32] [33] . We employed a recently developed method [19] to reproduce vitrimers in MD simulations and demonstrate their viability as self-healing materials. Network topology influences both mechanical properties [34] and healing speed [19] . More surprisingly, within the same type of material, both externally activated healing/welding and fully autonomous self-healing are possible, suggesting the feasibility of vitrimer coatings. Hence, depending on the demands on healing time and stability, the manufacturer can choose the most suited healing strategy and optimize the architecture: favoring quick swaps to achieve extremely malleable vitrimers when activated, or hindering some of them through topological constraints that extend the relaxation time more than they do the self-healing time, thus retaining the autonomy required for coatings. The star polymer architecture we employed is particularly promising in this regard, as it will allow to directly tune the ratio between these time scales using the same structure: Healing is mostly driven by the fluctuations of single arms, while stress relaxation requires many swap events involving all arms on each star. For the same reason we may also speculate that slowing down the swap rate would impact more the stress relaxation, because it requires the swap of all of the arms of a star, expanding even more the separation between healing and relaxation timescales.
In summary, vitrimers are naturally suited to be activated healers but they can be designed to be fully autonomous, tuning separately diffusion and healing properties. This provides a way to design tunable materials which are also genuinely self-healing.
The predicted number of bridges from Eq. (2) (gray curve in Fig. 6 ) is noticeably bad for the initial times, so we have to improve the theory. Rather than using the Fourier series of the density, we can exactly solve the diffusion equation using its Green function to build the solution from G(z, z , t, t ) = 1
The solution is a simple combination of gaussian error functions. From this we get the red curve in Fig. 6 which is a reasonable approximation of our dynamics.
